Risk Levels
- Unacceptable
- High
- Substantial
- Medium
- Low

**Warrap**
Localized violence between communities in Torj North and East resulted in civilian displacement, the looting of food assistance in Marial-Lou. Cross-border raids into Lakes are also likely to continue.

**Unity**
Tensions persist over local level appointments in Leer and Koch. Insecurity in Mayorm due to the presence of multiple armed groups is likely to increase in the upcoming dry season.

**Upper Nile**
Tensions remain high between Padang Dinka and Shiluk in Malakal. The situation also remains tense in Maban and Nasir due to clashes between various armed groups and militias.

**Western Bahr el Ghazal**
Fighting between the SPLA-IO and Muzulamin took place in Uddi, hindering the supply line between Wau, Awiel and Warrap.

**Jonglei**
Small-scale raids are likely to continue in central Jonglei and Pibor. Tensions between local authorities in Fangak led to fighting and several casualties.

**Western Equatoria**
Fighting between Nando’s forces/Azande militias and the SPLA-IO is likely to reemerge despite the establishment of a fact-finding committee into past violence.

**Lakes**
Localized violence and civilian displacement continued across greater Rumbek and is likely to continue. A local peace conference in Cuernoel has helped reduce tensions between communities.

**Central Equatoria**
Fighting between the SSPDF and NAS is likely to continue, as well as road-side attacks on major roads. The departure of cattle keepers, localized violence amongst the Mundari and the IDP presence are also leading to tensions.

**Eastern Equatoria**
Road-side attacks and lootings are likely to persist along main roads. Tensions between humanitarians and the Morningji have calmed but could resurface.
Greater Equatoria:

• Central Equatoria:
  • Intra-Mundari violence: affecting Luri, Amadi, Juba; large-scale displacement; potential for spill-over into Lainya, Yeí, Mangala and for inclusion Bor Dinka
  • Persistent clashes between NAS and SSPDF around Yeí
  • Persistent roadside attacks on major roads

• Western Equatoria:
  • Fighting between General Nando's forces/Azande militias and the SPLA-IO/Balanda militias last month likely to re-emerge
  • Return forces loyal to Nando last week has increased tensions (attack Yambio prison)
  • Potential for Western Opposition to be affected by SPLA-IO fracturing

• Eastern Equatoria:
  • Tensions between humanitarians and Monyomijo have calmed but could resurface
  • Localised violence between Taposa and Turkana
  • Persistent roadside robberies and attacks